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ABSTRACT
The variability of a software product line (SPL) is often
described with a feature model. To avoid highly complex
models, stakeholders usually try to separate different vari-
ability dimensions, such as domain variability and imple-
mentation variability. This results in distinct variability
models, which are easier to handle than one large model.
On the other hand, it is sometimes required to analyze the
variability dimensions of an SPL in combination using a sin-
gle model only. To combine separate modeling and inte-
grated analysis of variability, we present Velvet, a language
for multi-dimensional variability modeling. Velvet allows
stakeholders to model each variability dimension of an SPL
separately and to compose the separated dimensions on de-
mand. This improves reuse of feature models and supports
independent modeling variability dimensions. Furthermore,
Velvet integrates feature modeling and configuration in a
single language. The combination of both concepts creates
further reuse opportunities and allows stakeholders to inde-
pendently configure variability dimensions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifica-
tions

General Terms
Design, Languages

Keywords
Feature models, variability modeling, separation of concerns

1. INTRODUCTION
A software product line (SPL) is a set of similar software

products that can be distinguished in terms of features [11].
Features are used to describe commonalities and variability
of an SPL. A feature model is a hierarchical representation of
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Figure 1: Excerpt of the FAMEDBMS feature model.

the features of an SPL [18]. In Figure 1, we show an excerpt
of the feature model of FameDbms

1, an SPL of database
management systems (DBMS) [30]. A feature model has a
tree structure with parent-child relationships between fea-
tures. For example, feature Storage in Figure 1 represents
the functionality for data storage. It has two alternative
child features that represent different storage mechanisms.
Propositional formulas describe additional dependencies be-
tween features that cannot be encoded in the feature hi-
erarchy. For example, feature Transaction in Figure 1
requires feature Logging. Such domain constraints restrict
the variability to avoid invalid configurations with respect
to the application domain.
A feature model thus captures the variability of an SPL’s

application domain. However, an SPL also contains domain
independent variability such as external features [37]. Exam-
ples are the execution environment, security requirements,
and the context at runtime (e.g., the location of a mobile
device). Moreover, there can be internal variability, such as
implementation variability offered by components [24]. A
product of an SPL has to satisfy requirements along these
additional variability dimensions as well.
In current research, the variability dimensions of an SPL

are sometimes separated from each other and are sometimes
mixed in a single feature model. For example, the operating
system features in Figure 1 (subfeatures of OS), do actually
not describe variability of the application domain but rep-
resent external features of the execution environment. On
the other hand, some variability dimensions are commonly
separated from each other. For example, implementation-
specific variability is usually not shown in a feature model.
Integrated as well as separate modeling of variability di-

1http://fame-dbms.org



mensions have benefits and drawbacks. A single integrated
feature model can simplify communication between stake-
holders and analysis of variability, but it hinders commu-
nication when the model gets too complex [27, 2]. Using
a separate feature model for each variability dimension en-
ables stakeholders to handle complex feature models [35]
and to reuse individual variability models in different SPLs.
However, separate models complicate analysis and commu-
nication of the entire variability of an SPL [26, 32].

To overcome these problems, we propose to model the
variability dimensions of an SPL separately and to compose
the dimensions on demand. Furthermore, an SPL configura-
tion can be expressed as a set of constraints that restrict the
variability [10]. Hence, the same mechanism, namely con-
straints over the features of an SPL, can be used for both,
feature modeling and SPL configuration. We thus consider
SPL configuration as a variability dimension along which
variability is reduced at configuration time.

With Velvet, we present a language that seamlessly in-
tegrates feature modeling and SPL configuration. We make
two contributions. First, we enable SPL engineers to de-
fine separate feature models for the variability dimensions
of an SPL. We provide different mechanisms for composi-
tion of feature models, each having different benefits. Sec-
ond, we describe configuration steps with configuration con-
straints [28] to integrate feature modeling and configuration
in a single language. The combination of multi-dimensional
modeling and configuration allows us to improve reuse of
feature models, to manage complex models, and to inde-
pendently model and configure variability dimensions of an
SPL.

2. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL VARIABILITY
MODELING

Multi-dimensional separation of concerns (MDSOC) [34]
is a concept for separating multiple important concerns in
software development. In this paper, we apply the MDSOC
concept to variability modeling. Our goal is to provide a way
to model different variability dimensions separately and to
integrate variability modeling with SPL configuration.

2.1 Variability Dimensions
A variability dimension is a kind of variability that is im-

portant for a stakeholder. Examples are the application do-
main, the execution environment of a program (e.g., the op-
erating system, the hardware), the context at runtime (e.g.,
time, space, the user, etc.), non-functional properties (e.g.,
security, quality of service), and implementation variability.
An SPL’s feature model can be decomposed into arbitrary
dimensions. For example, we can decompose the application
domain of a DBMS into a dimension for query processing,
one for storage management, and one for transaction man-
agement. Separate modeling of an SPL’s variability dimen-
sions can have several benefits:

• Reuse: Some variability dimensions of an SPL are
application or even domain independent. Decomposi-
tion of a feature model thus enables reuse of individual
dimensions across different SPLs.

• Managing complexity: Splitting a large complex
model into manageable pieces eases distributed mod-
eling and navigation and enables separate analysis of
variability dimensions.
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Figure 2: Platform-specific variability dimensions
Build and OS.

• Independent modeling: Separation of variability
dimensions allows experts to model them indepen-
dently. For example, a security expert can focus on
the security dimension only.

• Independent configuration: Based on a decom-
posed variability model, different users may configure
variability dimensions independently.

• Crosscutting variability: In the context of large
systems built from multiple interdependent SPLs
(a.k.a. Multi Product Lines [28]), we may want mod-
ularize and configure variability that crosscuts several
SPLs (e.g., security aspects).

We depict two examples for reusable domain-independent
variability dimensions in Figure 2. The models describe vari-
ability that is specific to the build system (Build) and the
operating system (OS). Modeling all variability dimensions
of a DBMS in a single feature model results in one large
model. Instead, we can split the feature model into a do-
main model with DBMS specific features (DBMS features in
Figure 1), a model for the operating system (OS in Figure 2),
and a model for the build system (Build in Figure 2).
In practice, two or more variability dimensions may over-

lap. That is, some features are part of multiple dimensions.
For example, the implementation features of an SPL may be
a superset of the SPL’s domain features. Furthermore, there
can be optional and alternative dimensions. For example, if
we have two different implementations of the same SPL (e.g.,
using different programming languages), we may also have
two different implementation variability models. We derive
the complete variability model of an SPL by superimposing
all variability dimensions or a subset of the available dimen-
sions.

Generalization and Specialization. The modeling con-
cepts that we describe in this paper, require to modify ex-
isting variability models (e.g., to add features to an existing
model). We distinguish between the two basic modification
mechanisms generalizations and specializations [36]:

Generalization: Generalization means to increase vari-
ability by adding new features to a model. For exam-
ple, adding an alternative feature increases the vari-
ability and thus generalizes the SPL.

Specialization: Specialization means to reduce variability
by adding constraints that encode dependencies be-
tween features. For example, implementation depen-
dencies (e.g., mutually exclusive features) reduce vari-
ability and thus specialize an SPL.

Usually, we use a combination of generalization and special-
ization to model extension, composition, and configuration
of variability dimensions.



2.2 Modeling SPL Configuration
The SPL configuration process can be represented as a

modification of the feature model that reduces the variabil-
ity. It can occur in a stepwise manner, which is known as
staged configuration [12]. Each configuration step results in
a more specialized SPL that represents less products and fi-
nally only a single product. A configuration step is a special-
ization according to our definition above. It can be described
by adding constraints to a feature model [10]. For example,
a simple feature selection during configuration means to add
a configuration constraint that requires the selected feature.

In general, a configuration constraint is a propositional
formula over the set of features. It is not different than a
usual variability constraint (e.g., a domain constraint) and
avoids invalid configurations with respect to a concrete ap-
plication scenario. We thus describe the configuration pro-
cess as a special variability dimension that does not add new
features. A configuration step may reduce the variability
along multiple dimensions or along a single dimension only.
For example, a security expert may configure only the fea-
tures of a security dimension. The separation of variability
dimensions thus helps to simplify the configuration process
and enables configuration of selected variability dimensions
only. By separately defining and composing configuration
steps, we provide a structured mechanism to reuse configu-
ration decisions.

3. VARIABILITY MODELING WITH
VELVET

There are several languages for textual variability model-
ing [1, 5, 6, 9, 15]. In the following, we present Velvet, a
language that generalizes variability modeling concepts: It
allows domain engineers (1) to describe variability dimen-
sions in separate models, (2) to compose variability mod-
els, and (3) to describe partial configurations (i.e., special-
izations) using the same concepts. The syntax of Velvet

uses parts of the syntax of TVL (text-based variability lan-
guage) [9]. For example, we use keywords oneOf and someOf

to define alternative features and or-groups. However, we
introduce concepts based on object-oriented programming
(OOP) and argue that it is reasonable to use a syntax sim-
ilar to other OOP languages. We thus use parts of the C#
syntax where applicable.

We depict an excerpt of the grammar of Velvet in Fig-
ure 3. The complete grammar and a parser can be found
on the MultiPLe website.2 In the following, we focus on
feature models without attributes. However, the complete
grammar also includes feature attributes such as strings and
numerical values.

3.1 Modeling Variability Dimensions
With Velvet, we can describe the variability dimensions

of an SPL in separate variability models. In Figure 4, we
show an example for the FameDbms model of Figure 1. The
definition of a variability model with Velvet is similar to
an OOP class definition. It consists of a declaration of the
described concept (i.e., the root of the feature model) us-
ing the keyword concept (line 1 in Figure 4). Within a
concept, we use a hierarchical definition of the features ac-
cording to the feature model (lines 2–16). Each feature is

2http://fosd.de/multiple/

concept.g

1 concept: [" refines "] "concept" cName [cBase] cBody
2 cName: ID
3 cBase: ":" cName ("," cName)*
4 cBody: "{" definition* "}"
5 definition: (feature|f-group|constraint|instance)

feature.g

6 feature: [" mandatory "] "feature" fName feature -def
7 fName: ID ("." ID)*
8 fGroup: or-group | alt -group
9 or-group: "someOf" group -childs

10 alt -group: "oneOf" group -childs
11 group -childs: "{" feature+ "}"
12 feature -def: "{" definition* "}" | ";"

constraint.g

13 constraint: "constraint" [cons -name "="] cons -def ";"
14 cons -name: ID
15 cons -def: fName | "!" cons -def | "(" cons -def ")"
16 | cons -def cons -op cons -def;
17 cons -op: "&&" | "||" | "->" | "<->";

instance.g

18 instance: cName instName ";"
19 instName: ID

Figure 3: Excerpt of the grammar of VELVET.

defined with keyword feature and a name. There can be
multiple features with the same name as long as they are
distinguishable via their fully qualified name, which is the
path in the feature tree. In contrast to TVL, features are by
default optional and keyword mandatory denotes mandatory
features (line 3). This is required to achieve consistency of
language mechanisms that are based on separating gener-
alization (adding features) and specialization (adding con-
straints). By defining a feature as optional, we do not apply
any constraints, which corresponds to unrestricted general-
ization. Adding keyword mandatory corresponds to adding
a constraint that restricts the variability (i.e., it is required
to select the mandatory feature when its parent is selected).
Other keywords that apply constraints are oneOf (line 12)
and someOf, which denote groups of features with alterna-
tive and inclusive-or relation respectively.
As shown in line 8 of Figure 4, we define constraints be-

tween features using the keyword constraint, an optional
name (txn), and a propositional formula. We support the
boolean operators negation (!), conjunction (&&), disjunc-
tion (||), implication (->), and biconditional (<->). To
simplify constraint definitions, a constraint can be nested
within a feature definition. This means that the constraint
has to be true only when the enclosing feature is selected,
which can be transformed in a usual constraint using an im-
plication. For example, constraint txn in line 8 only has to
be true when feature Access is selected.

3.2 Variability Model Composition
We provide three alternative mechanisms to compose vari-

ability models. Each mechanisms has benefits and draw-
backs and their combination is needed for multi-dimensional
variability modeling, as we discuss in Section 4.

• Inheritance: As in OOP, we use inheritance to create
a new variability model that extends an existing model
with new features and constraints. We support multi-
ple inheritance to compose existing variability models.

• Superimposition: We adopt the concept of superim-



Dimension FameDbms

1 concept FameDbms {
2 mandatory feature Access {
3 mandatory feature API;
4 feature Transaction;
5 feature Logging;
6 feature Recovery;
7 feature QueryEngine;
8 constraint txn = Transaction -> Logging;
9 }

10 feature Stream;
11 mandatory feature Storage {
12 oneOf { feature Persistent; feature InMem; }
13 }
14 mandatory feature OS {
15 oneOf { feature Win32; feature Linux; }
16 }
17
18 constraint win = OS.Win32 -> !Access.QueryEngine;
19 }

Figure 4: The variability model of FAMEDBMS in
VELVET.
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Figure 5: Composition of variability models with
multiple inheritance.

position, e.g., as known from feature-oriented program-
ming (FOP) [25, 7, 4], to combine separately modeled
variability dimensions of the same concept.

• Aggregation: We support aggregation of variability
model instances to be able to create complex models,
e.g., representing a set of interdependent SPLs (i.e.
multi product lines [28]).

In the following, we describe all three composition mecha-
nisms in detail.

3.2.1 Inheritance
We use inheritance to extend and compose variability

models. With single inheritance, we can extend an exist-
ing model to add new features and constraints. With mul-
tiple inheritance, we can furthermore compose multiple in-
herited concepts. In Figures 5 and 6, we show an example
for FameDbms. We describe operating system and build
system specific variability in models OS and Build. We ex-
tracted the OS features from FameDbms (cf. Figure 4) into
the OS model (line 9 in Figure 6). FameDbms inherits from
both models (line 15) and thus merges the features and con-
straints of OS and Build. Furthermore, FameDbms extends
the merged models by adding new features and constraints
(lines 16–20 in Figure 5).
Inheritance requires to merge one or more base feature

models with the inheriting model. Segura et al. [31] and
Acher et al. [2] describe how to merge feature models that
represent an overlapping set of products into a single model,
which represents the union of the products. In contrast to
these approaches, we have to merge variability models that
represent a different partial view on the variability of a single
SPL. Hence, we aim at deriving (1) the union of all features
and (2) the union of all constraints. The first operation
increases variability by allowing all feature combinations of

Concept Build

1 concept Build {
2 mandatory feature Build {
3 mandatory feature Debugging { ... }
4 mandatory feature Compiler { ... }
5 mandatory feature System { ... }
6 }
7 }

Concept OS

8 concept OS {
9 mandatory feature OS {

10 oneOf {
11 feature Win32; feature MacOS; feature Linux;
12 }
13 }
14 }

Concept FameDbms

15 concept FameDbms : Build , OS {
16 mandatory feature Access { ... }
17 ... // other domain−spec i f i c features
18
19 constraint win = OS.Win32 -> !Access.QueryEngine;
20 constraint !OS.MacOS;
21 }

Figure 6: Composition of variability models with
inheritance.

the merged models. The second operation limits variability
by joining the constraints of the models using conjunctions.
The merging can be achieved using the propositional rep-

resentation of the feature model, as proposed by Czarnecki
et al. [14]. That is, we translate the models into their propo-
sitional formula, merge these representations, and create a
new feature model from the merged formula. Unfortunately,
this may change the feature hierarchy, which can be a prob-
lem for some use-cases (e.g., for visualization). We thus pro-
pose to extend the approach to ensure that the parent-child
relationship of the features is preserved. To solve naming
conflicts (two features have the same fully qualified name
but mean different things), features have to be renamed be-
fore composition as proposed in [2].
Constraints do not only exist within a single dimension

but also between dimensions. That is, choosing a feature of
one dimension may influence other dimensions. Hence, the
constraints in a composed model can refer to the features of
all merged concepts. For example, the constraint in line 19
of Figure 6 means that feature Access.QueryEngine must
not be selected when operating system Win32 is selected.
Corresponding to the inheritance relationship between

variability models, we define a subytpe relationship between
the models. Subtyping is required to support polymorphism
when a client application uses multiple products of the same
SPL [29] and for composition of larger SPLs [28], as we de-
scribe for aggregation below. We discuss subtyping in more
detail in Section 4.

3.2.2 Superimposition
Another mechanism to compose variability dimensions is

superimposition, as known from FOP. Superimposition en-
ables domain engineers to decompose a concept into multiple
variability dimensions without defining new concept names
for the extracted dimensions. For example, the constraint in
line 19 of Figure 6 is actually an implementation constraint.
We thus may decompose the FameDbms model into a do-
main model and an implementation model. The separated
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Figure 7: Decomposition of a variability model along
variability dimensions (shown as layers).

Concept FameDbms

1 concept FameDbms {
2 mandatory feature Access {
3 feature Logging { ... }
4 }
5 ...
6 }

Dimension Build

7 refines concept FameDbms {
8 mandatory feature Build { ... }
9 }

Dimension OS

10 refines concept FameDbms {
11 mandatory feature OS { ... }
12 constraint !OS.MacOS;
13 }

Dimension Implementation

14 refines concept FameDbms {
15 feature Access.Logging {
16 feature dLinux; //linux−spec i f i c implementation
17 constraint OS.Linux -> dLinux;
18
19 feature dWin32; //win32−spec i f i c implementation
20 constraint OS.Win32 -> dWin32;
21 }
22 constraint win = OS.Win32 -> !Access.QueryEngine;
23 }

Figure 8: Composition of variability models using
superimposition.

dimensions can be superimposed with an external composi-
tion mechanism (e.g., using FeatureHouse [4]) without defin-
ing an inheritance relationship. Hence, superimposition is
a scalable mechanism for composition of variability dimen-
sions that avoids the combinatorial explosion when using
inheritance.

In Figures 7 and 8, we depict a decomposition of
FameDbms based on superimposition of variability dimen-
sions (shown as layers). Compared to Figure 5, we replaced
inheritance with superimposition and added dimension Im-

plementation. Dimensions OS (lines 10–13 in Figure 8)
and Implementation (lines 14–23) include the constraints
from lines 19–20 of Figure 6 and thus separate the imple-
mentation and operating-system-specific variability from the
domain model of FameDbms. Optional keyword refines

(also used in FOP [7]) indicates that a model is an exten-
sion of a base model. We use the keyword to avoid accidental
merging of models without a base model.

In the implementation model in Figure 8, we extend fea-
ture Logging with two alternative implementation features
(dLinux and dWin32) for operating systems Linux and
Win32 (lines 16 and 19). We furthermore add implementa-

tion constraints (lines 17 and 20) to define which implemen-
tation has to be used. Liu et al. described how such feature
interactions (a.k.a. derivatives) can be explicitly modeled
as separate interaction modules in a concrete feature model
that represents the implementation view of an SPL [22]. Us-
ing superimposition, we are able to describe implementation
variability separately from the implementation-independent
domain model. We thus model the additional features only
and avoid repeating the domain features.
For extending a base model with new features (e.g., ex-

tending Access.Logging in line 15 of Figure 8), we pro-
vide a short notation that uses the fully qualified feature
name (i.e, the list of parent features separated by a dot).
In isolation (i.e., without a base model), the short notation
corresponds to a chain of optional features. We can superim-
pose the optional features with any base model that includes
without changing the relations between the features of the
base model. Hence, the definition in line 15 means that fea-
tures Access and Logging are optional, whereas Access

is mandatory in the base model (line 2). Superimposition of
both models preserves the original definition of Access as
a mandatory feature.
To understand how models with different relations be-

tween features are merged, we describe a part of the merge
process in more detail. As already discussed, we may use
a merge algorithm that is based on the propositional for-
mula of the models. The definition of Access.Logging in
line 15 means that both features are optional. This is the
least possible variability limitation. It can be represented
with constraint: Logging ⇒ Access.

In contrast, feature Access is mandatory in the base model
(line 2), which can be represented with constraint (without
simplification): Access ∧ (Logging ⇒ Access).

Superimposition of both definitions via conjunction results
in the latter constraint. Hence, the feature definition of the
base model is preserved, because it is more restrictive than
the optional feature of the superimposed model. In general,
the more restrictive form is always preserved during a merge,
because existing constraints are never removed.
An implementation model may have a completely different

structure than the domain model. For example, when imple-
menting an SPL with components, there is usually an m-to-n
mapping of domain features to implementation features (i.e.,
the components). Hence, there are only a few overlapping
features between the domain and the implementation model.
The mapping of domain features to implementation features
can be described with constraints, as shown in Figure 8.

3.2.3 Aggregation
The last composition mechanism is aggregation, as known

from OOP. We use aggregation to build larger SPLs by com-
posing multiple SPL instances [28]. In contrast to inheri-
tance, aggregation is based on SPL instances that represent
concrete products. Aggregation allows an SPL engineer to
compose instances of different SPLs and also differently con-
figured instances of the same SPL.
We depict an example for aggregation in Figure 9. Hy-

bridDB is an SPL for stream processing and persistent data
storage. It makes use of two instances of FameDbms (lines 5
and 9). Both instances are defined within a feature, which
means that the instance is only required if the parent feature
is selected. This is similar to feature model references [13].
We describe the dependencies between an SPL and the SPL



Concept HybridDB

1 concept HybridDB {
2 feature ... //HybridDB features
3
4 feature Stream {
5 FameDbms streamDB;
6 constraint streamDB.Stream;
7 }
8 feature Persistent {
9 FameDbms persistentDB;

10 constraint persistentDB.Storage.Persistent;
11 }
12 }

Figure 9: Composition of SPL instances using ag-
gregation.
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Figure 10: Specialization hierarchy of variability
models.

instances it aggregates with instance constraints [28]. An
instance constraint is shown in line 6 of Figure 9. The con-
straint is only valid for the SPL instance that is referenced
in the constraint. Hence, the constraint in line 6 is only
valid for instance streamDB and does not apply to instance
persistentDB.
Instance definitions usually represent implementation de-

tails of an SPL. For example, HybridDB is implemented by
two different variants of FameDbms. Hence, the instance
definitions may be separated from the domain model in an
implementation dimension using superimposition. We dis-
cuss the combination of different mechanisms in Section 4.

3.3 Staged Configuration
We include staged configuration into variability model-

ing using SPL specialization hierarchies [29]. In Figures 10
and 11, we show the UML representation and the source
code of a specialization hierarchy of the FameDbms model.
We use inheritance to represent SPL specialization by ex-
tending an unspecialized SPL. Each child in the hierar-
chy is a specialization of its parent (i.e., it represents less
products), which we express by adding arbitrary configu-
ration constraints. For example, we add a constraint in
line 2 in Figure 11 to represent selection of feature Ac-

cess.QueryEngine. Hence, the feature is included in all
products that can be derived from QueryDB. Specializa-
tions StreamDB and PersistentDB further specialize
QueryDB. We can use the specialized SPLs also in in-
stance definitions. For example, instead of the unspecial-
ized FameDbms (lines 5 and 9 in Figure 9), we can use an
instance of StreamDB and PersistentDB.

3.4 Commutativity
A concept in Velvet is defined by a feature tree, con-

straints, and SPL instance definitions. Composition of con-
cepts is commutative because features, constraints, and in-

Specialization QueryDB

1 concept QueryDB : FameDbms {
2 constraint Access.QueryEngine;
3 }

Specialization StreamDB

4 concept StreamDB : QueryDB {
5 constraint Stream;
6 constraint Storage.Inmem;
7 constraint !Access.Transaction;
8 }

Specialization PersistentDB

9 concept PersistentDB : QueryDB {
10 constraint Storage.Persistent;
11 }

Figure 11: SPL specialization using inheritance
and constraints.

stance variables are unordered and their composition is also
commutative:

• Composition of the features of two SPLs means to su-
perimpose their feature definitions. Changing the com-
position order thus only changes the order in which the
(child)features are listed within the tree. This, how-
ever, does not change the semantics of the model.

• Constraint composition is commutative since we join
constraints as conjunctions, which is commutative.

• Composition of SPL instance variables is also commu-
tative, because it only changes the order in which the
instances are listed.

This results in commutativity of the whole composition pro-
cess. We can thus superimpose variability models in arbi-
trary order, which is beneficial for independent composition
and configuration steps. Furthermore, when using multiple
inheritance the composition order of the inherited concepts
does not matter.

4. COMPARISON AND APPLICATION OF
LANGUAGE MECHANISMS

Velvet integrates variability modeling, composition of
variability models, and staged configuration. In the follow-
ing, we compare the mechanisms and outline the possibilities
the introduced concepts provide.

4.1 Comparison of Composition Mechanisms
The presented mechanisms for variability composition

have benefits and drawbacks. We compare the mechanisms
with each other to illustrate their applicability. An overview
of the comparison is shown in Table 1.

Aggregation vs. Inheritance. Inheritance and aggrega-
tion are similar concepts and can often be used interchange-
ably [19]. In contrast to inheritance, aggregation is based on
SPL instances. It also allows a domain engineer to combine
multiple instances of the same SPL. We observed that this is
needed when a client uses different variants of a component,
each derived from a common code base [29]. In contrast,
inheritance is used to extend and compose existing feature
models and provides a subtype relationship corresponding
to the inheritance relationship.



Mechanism Usage Objective

Inheritance Model extension Reuse existing
and composition variability models

Superimposition Merge different Independent developm.
dimensions of an and configuration of
SPL variability dimensions

Aggregation Aggregate SPL Composition of multi
instances product lines

Table 1: Application of mechanisms for variability
composition

Superimposition vs. Inheritance and Aggregation. Su-
perimposition can be used to freely combine different vari-
ability dimensions on demand. With inheritance or aggrega-
tion, we have to create a new concept when composing ex-
isting concepts, which does not scale.3 Furthermore, super-
imposition can be used to extend an existing feature model
without invasive modifications. It is thus well suited for
decomposing a variability model along different variability
dimensions. In contrast, inheritance and aggregation are
more appropriate when composing different variability mod-
els (with different names) that can be reused across SPLs.
This is problematic with superimposition, which requires
that the composed concepts have the same name.

4.2 Combining Different Mechanisms
By combining different mechanisms, we provide clean sep-

aration of variability dimensions and achieve high reuse at
the same time.

Inheritance and Superimposition. In Figure 12, we show
an example that combines inheritance and superimposi-
tion to add reusable variability models (OS and Build) to
FameDbms. We separate the inheritance definitions from
the domain dimension into distinct modules (shown as white
boxes within FameDbms) in variability dimensions OS and
Build (shown as layers). Within the modules, we can add
FameDbms-specific constraints for the composed models.
For example, constraint win in line 22 of Figure 8 repre-
sents a dependency between domain model and chosen op-
erating system. Defining the constraint in a separate di-
mension of FameDbms (layer OS in Figure 12) separates
it from the FameDbms domain model and also from the
reusable OS variability model. The same can be done for
aggregation. Hence, with inheritance we compose reusable
variability models and with superimposition we overcome
the scalability limitations of inheritance.

Specialization and Generalization. Before using a fea-
ture model for generalization, we may specialize it to omit
variability not needed for a concrete SPL. For example, a
concrete DBMS SPL will not cover the entire DBMS do-
main. By specializing a DBMS feature model, which de-
scribes the entire domain, we can derive a model for a sub-
domain that is covered by the concrete SPL. This specialized
model may be extended again with features specific for the
subdomain.

Specialization and Superimposition. Finally, we can
modularize specialization steps in separate configuration

3The number of required concepts increases exponentially
for an increasing number of variability dimensions.
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«SPL»
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Figure 12: Combining inheritance (empty arrow
head) and superimposition (filled arrow head) to
separate and reuse variability dimensions.

models and combine the separated models with superim-
position. With alternative or optional superimpositions, we
can provide a customizable configuration process. This al-
lows us to change the configuration of a specialized SPL,
a set of specializations (i.e., a specialization hierarchy), or
a number of different SPLs without invasive modifications.
For example, when we want to choose between different build
settings (DebugBuild vs. TestBuild vs. ReleaseBuild) for a
specialization hierarchy (e.g., as shown in Figure 10), we can
modify specializations of the hierarchy by applying selected
superimpositions without invasively modifying the existing
hierarchy. This can also be applied to provide alternative
specializations for different customers or application scenar-
ios. In this case, each feature of this higher level variability
model groups a set of configuration choices (e.g., for a par-
ticular customer or application scenario).

4.3 Subtyping and Polymorphism
In previous work, we defined a subtype relationship be-

tween an SPL and its specializations [28]. For example, con-
cept FameDbms in Figure 5 is a subtype of concept Build.
We now extend the subtype relationship to include arbitrary
SPL extensions (i.e., generalization and specialization). For
SPL specializations, we defined that a subtype has to pro-
vide all bound features of its super type and may bind further
features. We extend this for variability modeling in general
and define that a subtype (1) has to provide all features
(bound plus unbound) of its supertype and (2) all features
that are bound in the supertype also have to be bound in
the subtype. A subtype may add further features (variability
extension) and bind existing or added features (specializa-
tion).
Consequently, we can use SPLs polymorphically: we can

provide subtype P ′ at positions where its supertype P is
required because the subtype provides a superset of all fea-
tures and a superset of all bound features of its supertype.
This is needed for aggregation, which does not require to
define the concrete type of an SPL but only a supertype
that defines the minimally required features [29]. Concrete
SPL instances are created by a composition program as we
outlined in [28]. However, such a composition program has
to consider subtyping relationships and constraints for a set
of SPL instances, which we intend to address in future work.
With subtyping and tool support, it is possible to detect

errors also in complex multi product lines that consist of
several SPLs. For example, we can detect errors without
knowing the concrete configuration of a referenced SPL in-
stance by checking if the instance is a subtype of the required
type.



4.4 Overlapping Variability Dimensions
As already discussed, features may overlap when decom-

posing a variability model into multiple dimensions. With
the presented compositional approach, we can model over-
lapping dimensions separately. However, this results in re-
peating the overlapping features. There are several solutions
that avoid or reduce replication of features:

• One of two overlapping dimensions is modeled as an
extension of the other dimension. When adding a child
feature in the extending model to an already existing
parent feature, only the path to the parent has to be
repeated.

• The overlapping dimensions may be further decom-
posed to extract an additional dimension that captures
the commonalities (i.e., the overlapping features).

The applicability and drawbacks of both solutions and their
combination have to be further analyzed. Similar problems
also occur in FOP and may be solved with a combination of
annotative and compositional approaches [21].

4.5 Variability Analysis and Visualization
Separate modeling of variability dimensions allows a do-

main engineer to analyze and visualize the dimensions sepa-
rately or in combination. For this purpose, we can use a pro-
jection of a subset of all dimensions of the multi-dimensional
variability space. For example, operating-system-specific
variability of an implementation can be analyzed by choos-
ing dimensions Implementation and OS only. In such a
view on selected variability dimensions, we may highlight in-
dividual dimensions, overlapping features, and interactions
between dimensions.

How to visualize and analyze composed variability mod-
els requires further research. For example, it is possible to
visualize inheritance between a base model and an extend-
ing model as two distinct models or by superimposing them
(e.g., after removing dead features that have been intro-
duced due to added constraints). The same applies to aggre-
gation, which can be shown by integrating aggregated vari-
ability models or by using feature model references. Based
on the presented language, it is possible to build tools for
analysis and visualization of feature models.

5. RELATED WORK
Variability Modeling Languages. There are several tex-
tual languages for variability modeling, such as Clafer [5],
FDL (feature description language) [15], guidsl [6], TVL
(text-based variability language) [9], and VSL (variability
specification language) [1]. Velvet is a generalization of
single-dimensional approaches for variability modeling but
still allows SPL engineers to use only a single dimension. In
this case, Velvet does not provide a higher complexity than
existing languages. In contrast to other languages, TVL and
VSL support variability composition. Composition in TVL
is similar to our aggregation mechanism. VSL furthermore
supports inheritance. We integrate several mechanisms in
a single language and support subtyping between variabil-
ity models. Moreover, we integrate variability modeling and
staged configuration. However, we do currently not support
cardinality-based feature modeling.

Variability composition and decomposition. Czar-
necki et al. use cardinality-based feature models with feature

model references and feature cloning to compose variability
models [13, 20]. The tool FeaturePlugin allows for configur-
ing multiple feature models that are integrated via feature
model references [3]. Hartmann et al. propose to compose
feature models of different suppliers to derive a supplier inde-
pendent feature model. Feature model references are similar
to the aggregation mechanism we use for model composition.
We additionally use instance constraints to describe the de-
pendencies between an SPL and aggregated instances.
Reiser et al. describe a way to manage complex prod-

uct lines with multi-level feature trees [27], which are imple-
mented in the CVM framework and VSL [1]. They propose
to use reference feature models to describe the variability
that is common for a set of related feature models. A re-
ferring feature model adds or restricts variability of its ref-
erence model. This approach is similar to our inheritance-
based composition. The reference feature model thus corre-
sponds to the extended model in an inheritance relationship.
We also support multiple inheritance to compose feature
models and provide additional composition mechanisms.
Thompson et al. introduced n-dimensional program fam-

ilies [35]. They structure SPLs by describing their common-
alities and variabilities along multiple dimensions based on
set theory. This is similar to our approach. However, they
do not propose a language for variability modeling nor do
they include the configuration process.
Segura et al. use graph transformations for merging fea-

ture models of different SPLs [31]. They provide a set of
rules to merge the feature models. Similarly, Acher et al.
provide different ways to compose the feature models of
multiple SPLs [2]. Both approaches aim at merging feature
models that represent a potentially overlapping set of prod-
ucts to yield the union of the products. We merge different
variability dimensions representing a subset of the variabil-
ity of a single SPL. We thus use a different merge algorithm.
The approach of Acher et al. is an alternative to aggregation
of features models with references as we do. In contrast to
a reference-based solution, their approach yields more com-
pact feature models when there are overlapping features.
Hence, it may be combined with our approach.
Metzger et al. describe product line variability and soft-

ware variability in separate models and define dependencies
with cross-model links [23]. Streitferdt et al. integrate fea-
ture models of hardware and software product lines to de-
rive the hardware configuration via model dependencies [33].
Similarly, the tool pure::variants4 allows to define implemen-
tation variability separately from the domain model. Sep-
arating domain and implementation variability is a special
case of multi-dimensional separation, as we proposed.
Hubaux et al. propose views on feature models, e.g., to

manage access rights [17]. They do not decompose a feature
model into separate dimensions but define which features are
part of a particular dimension. Hence, it is an annotative
approach while we use a compositional approach.
Rabiser et al. [26] propose to adapt and augment vari-

ability models to include additional information needed for
product derivation. In contrast to our approach, they focus
on creating a derivation model from variability models by
adding and removing information. Similarly, we and others
extended feature models with additional attributes required
for automated product derivation (e.g., [32, 8, 38]). With

4http://www.pure-systems.com/pure variants.49.0.html



Velvet, we aim at describing variability dimensions inde-
pendently to compose them as needed. Due to support for
attributes, it is also possible to describe additional informa-
tion (e.g., non-functional properties) in separate dimensions,
which can be used for automated product derivation [32].

Fries et al. present an approach to model compositions of
multiple SPLs [16]. They use feature configurations, a selec-
tion of features, to describe a group of SPL instances that
share these features. Feature configurations are similar to
SPL specializations but do not allow a user to describe mul-
tiple configuration steps. We use a specialization hierarchy
to describe the commonalities of a set of specialized SPLs
and reuse configuration decisions. With superimposition, we
can apply independently defined feature configurations to an
inheritance hierarchy.

Staged Configuration. Czarnecki et al. [12] and Classen
et al. [10] define staged configuration as a process that has
to eliminate configuration choices. We do not adhere to this
strict definition. A configuration step may be defined as a
separate module that defines configuration constraints. Au-
tomatically applying multiple configurations may thus result
in configuration steps that do not reduce the variability be-
cause the variation points have already been bound before.
Nevertheless, it can be easily checked whether a configura-
tion step reduces the variability by using a SAT solver [36].

We define a configuration step as a set of constraints over
the features of an SPL. This was also described by Classen
et al. [10]. In contrast to the specialization steps defined by
Czarnecki et al. [12], we support arbitrary configuration con-
straints and achieve commutativity of configuration steps.
This allows us to apply specializations in arbitrary order.

6. CONCLUSION
Variability of a software product line (SPL) is sometimes

described in multiple separate variability models and some-
times described in a single complex model. Both ways have
benefits and drawbacks with respect to communication be-
tween stakeholders and the SPL development process. Fur-
thermore, SPL configuration and variability modeling are
usually considered independently even though both use sim-
ilar concepts.

We presented Velvet, a language that integrates sepa-
rate modeling of variability dimensions, composition of vari-
ability models, and SPL configuration. Velvet allows a
stakeholder to decompose the variability model of an SPL
into multiple models to handle its complexity. Models can
be composed using three different mechanisms: inheritance,
superimposition, and aggregation. By combining the mech-
anisms, we can reuse variability models across SPLs while
separating the variability dimensions of a single SPL. Fi-
nally, we have shown that SPL configuration (i.e., special-
ization) is a mechanism for variability reduction, which we
can describe in Velvet with the same concepts that we use
for variability modeling.

Many of the mechanism we use in Velvet have already
been proposed in a similar form; we now integrate them with
a unified concept for variability modeling. In future work,
we plan to provide tool support for Velvet (e.g., as part of
FeatureIDE5) and to evaluate it with a case study. We also
aim at exploring the properties of feature attributes and the
applicability of other OOP constructs.

5http://fosd.de/featureide
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